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Present-day plate motion constraint on mantle rheology 
and convection 
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Abstract. Large-scale mantle convection, to first order, is a system driven by 
interior density anomalies, modulated by variable plate thickness and extreme 
theology variations at the top of the mantle. The rheological difference between 
oceanic and continental regions significantly influences the surface velocity. We 
apply a three-dimensional NewtonJan viscous flow model to explain the large- 
scale present-day plate motions. The density anomalies are derived from seismic 
tomography and a slab model. With a viscosity difference of a factor of 30-60 
between continents and oceans in the upper 90 km of the Earth, we are able to 
explain both the observed large-scale poloidal and toroidal plate motions. The 
viscosity difference between continental and oceanic regions has major control on 
both the poloidal-toroidal kinematic energy partitioning and the pattern of toroidal 
motion. Nonlinear theology can help establish toroidal motion. Plate motions 
can be explained by assuming either layered or whole mantle flow. In order to 
match the amplitude of observed plate motions, the value of the reference viscosity 
(corresponding to that of between 400 to 670 km depth) is 1.6 x 10 • Pa s for 
layered mantle flow and 3.2 x 102• Pa s for whole mantle flow. However, the 
predicted net rotation of the lithosphere, from both layered and whole mantle flow 
models, is very small and cannot account for the amplitude of the net rotation 
obtained from the plate tectonic models assuming a fixed hotspot reference frame. 

1. Introduction 

Plate tectonics is generally believed to be the result of 
mantle convection. While several large-scale geophysi- 
cal observables, such as geoid and topography, can be 
explained in the context of mantle convection [Hager, 
1984; Ricard et al., 1984; Hager et al., 1985; Forte et al., 
1993; Wen and Anderson, 1997b], plate motions remain 
a puzzle for mantle convection. Plate motions are im- 
portant in many contexts of mantle dynamics, 

1. They are the direct evidence of plate tecton- 
ics; only after we have established the relationship be- 
tween observed plate-like motions and mantle convec- 
tion models can we understand plate tectonics in the 
context of mantle convection, and vice versa. Fig- 
ure la shows present-day plate motions in the hotspot 
reference frame from a plate tectonic model [Gordon 
and Jurdy, 1986]. One can decompose these plate mo- 
tions into poloidal and toroidal motions [Hager and 
O'Connell, 1979], or equivalently, divergence and vor- 
ticity [Forte and Peltlet, 1987]. Figure lb shows the 
spherical harmonic I - i- 5 components of diver- 
gence and vorticity obtained from the plate motions 
shown in Figure la. Divergence is defined as V H' U 
(U is the surface velocity) and represents convergent 
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(negative) or divergent (positive) motions, and vortic- 
ity (V x U). • (• is the radial unit vector) represents the 
shear motions between plates (negative corresponding 
to clockwise rotation). Models with radial symmetric 
viscosity structure predict poloidal motions only [Hager 
and O'Connell, 1981]. Models with temperature and 
stress-dependent viscosity predict a small component of 
toroidal motion [Christensen and Harder, 1991; Tack- 
ley, 1993; Cadek et al., 1993; Zhang and Christensen, 
1993]. The observed toroidal/poloidal ratio is close to 
unity [O'Connell et al., 1991]. Effects on the lateral 
variation of viscosity in the lithosphere have also been 
studied by several authors, with approximate methods 
[e.g., Ricard et al., 1988; Stewart, 1992; Ribe, 1992]. 
However, the origin of toroidal plate motion remains 
unknown. 

2. Plate motions are directly related to the question 
of the complexity of mantle convection. Are plate-like 
motions controlled by some "magic" behavior of the so- 
called "plates" which is beyond our modeling ability? 
Or, are plate-like motions controlled by mantle convec- 
tion modulated by surface boundary conditions? Are 
the plates controlled by very special rheology, or is sim- 
ple rheology sufficient to explain large-scale plate be- 
havior? One approach is to define plate geometries a 
priori and assume plate-like (either observed or to-be- 
determined) velocity as a boundary condition, regard- 
less of the origin of these plate velocities [Hager and 
O'Connell, 1981; Ricard and Vigny, 1989; Gable et al., 
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(a) 
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Figure 1. (a) Surface plate velocity, (b) divergence ( 
l - 1-5), and (c) vorticity (l -- 2-5) of surface velocity 
constructed from the finite rotation poles and angular 
velocities of Gordon and Jurdy [1986] in the hotspot ref- 
erence frame. See text for the definitions of divergence 
and vorticity. Positive values of divergence correspond 
to divergent motion, and negative values correspond to 
convergent motion. Negative values of vorticity corre- 
spond to clockwise rotation, and positive values corre- 
spond to counterclockwise rotation. Regions with pos- 
itive values are shaded. Contour interval is 1 x10 -s 
rad/yr. 

1991; Lithgow-Bertelloni and Richards, 1995]. The con- 
straint is that the forces or torques induced by the inte- 
rior density anomalies and those caused by the imposed 
surface velocity are balanced at the surface of the Earth 
or at a certain depth in the mantle. Lateral variation 
of viscosity is usually ignored. One problem with this 
approach is that the total stress acting on the plate, 
due to the imposed plate-like velocity, goes to infin- 
ity [Hager and O'Connell, 1981]. One way around this 
dilemma is to balance the torques at a certain depth in 
the mantle [Hager and O'Connell, 1981; Gable et al., 

1991]. However, the normal forces between plates and 
the average shear stress at the surface still go to infin- 
ity. Another way to deal with this problem is to apply a 
failure criterion for the lithosphere and mathematically 
truncate the stress contribution at a certain harmonic 

degree [Ricard and Vigny, 1989; Lithgow-Bertelloni and 
Richards, 1995]. Plates are essentially partly moved 
with "the finger of God" in this approach. Another 
approach is to invoke special rheology for the litho- 
sphere to explain the observed plate motions. For exam- 
ple, Bercovici [1993, 1996] argues that lithosphere might 
have a special rheology with dynamic self-lubrication 
in order to produce plate-like motions. O'Connell 
et al. [1991] and Olsen and Bercovici [1991] attribute 
the kinematic partition of toroidal and poloidal mo- 
tions to the geometrical effects of the existing plates. 
On other hand, Zhong and Gurnis [1995, 1996] suppose 
that preexisting faulted plate margins hold the key to 
the present-day plate motions. 

3. Plate motions provide important constraints on 
surface rheology. Unlike geoid and topography, which 
place strong constraints on the radial viscosity struc- 
ture, plate motions place constraints more strongly on 
the lateral variation of viscosity. For example, weak 
plate margins [Lachenbruch and Sass, 1988] may have 
a large influence on plate motions, based on two-dimen- 
sional flow models [Gurnis, 1989]. Ribe [1992] predicts 
a substantial toroidal component of surface motions by 
considering a model in which the lithosphere is repre- 
sented as a thin shell with laterally variable thickness, 
overlaying a radially symmetric mantle. O'Connell 
et al. [1991] and Ricard et al. [1991] claim that at least 1 
order magnitude of difference of viscosity between con- 
tinental and oceanic mantle is required to explain the 
observed net rotation (l - 1 toroidal motion) of the 
lithosphere in a fixed hotspot reference frame. Plate 
motions can also place constraints on the absolute value 
of viscosity in the mantle, whereas geoid and topogra- 
phy can only constrain the relative values of viscosity. 

It is also worth mentioning that toroidal surface mo- 
tion is essentially a three-dimensional problem. Any 
two-dimensional investigations of lateral variation of 
viscosity [e.g., Richards and Hager, 1989] would have 
limited application in modeling the toroidal motions in 
three dimensions. Three-dimensional models can also 

be constrained by geoid and topography. In this paper 
we present a new method to calculate three-dimensional 
NewtonJan flow with lateral variable viscosity and test 
several rheological models for their capability of gener- 
ating toroidal motions. In the first section we discuss 
briefly the new method and present several rheologi- 
cal models for a simple slab density model. We will 
focus on rheological models with large-scale variations, 
that is, rheological differences between continental and 
oceanic regions. In the second section we refine the den- 
sity model to match geoid and surface residual topogra- 
phy [Cazenave et al., 1989]. The density anomalies are 
derived from residual tomography [Wen and Anderson, 
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1997a] and the presence of slabs in the upper mantle 
and seismic tomography [Suet al., 1994] in the lower 
mantle. The predicted plate velocities are presented. 
We also discuss the net rotation of the lithosphere. 
2. Three-Dimensional Newtonian Flow 

and Model Experiments 
2.1. Method 

Earth's mantle is assumed to behave as an incom- 

pressible NewtonJan viscous fluid with negligible Rey- 
nolds number. Three sets of equations govern the man- 
tle flow: 

Equation of continuity 

V.U-O, 

where U is the velocity. 
Equations of motion at zero Reynolds number 

(1) 

v. r + 5pg - 0, (2) 

where r is the stress tensor, 6p the density anomaly and 
g the gravitational acceleration. 
Constitutive equation for NewtonJan flow 

r - -p + 2r/e, (3) 
where p is the pressure r/the viscosity and e the strain ' 
rate tensor. 

The appendix gives procedures for solving these equa- 
tions in spherical coordinates. The horizontal varia- 
tions of variables are expressed in terms of spherical 
harmonics. For a radially symmetric viscosity struc- 
ture, toroidal-poloidal, poloidal-poloidal and toroidal- 
toroidal equations, are decoupled at every spherical 
harmonic degree and order [Kaula, 1975; Hager and 
O'Connell, 1981]. For a structure with lateral viscosity 
contrast, toroidal and poloidal equations are coupled 
and equations at every degree or order of the spheri- 
cal harmonics are also coupled with each other. The 
coupling coefficients are presented in the appendix. If 

we truncate the contribution at a certain spherical har- 
monic degree (lmax) and consider the coupling effects 
for those spherical harmonic degrees (l _< /max), we can 
reduce the above three set of equations to a set of linear 
equations. These linear equations have constant coeffi- 
cients for a shell with the same form of lateral variation 

of viscosity and can be solved by standard propagator 
matrices[Gantmacher, 1960] (see appendix for details). 
The geoid and dynamic topography at various bound- 
aries in the mantle can be easily obtained from Zta "• 
terms in the appendix. The procedures of obtaining 
geoid and topography are presented elsewhere. 

The method has been checked by the following pro- 
cedures: 

1. For radially symmetric viscosity, the solutions are 
in exact agreement with those obtained by traditional 
propagator matrix method [e.g., Hager and O'Connell, 
1981]. 

2. We compare our results with those obtained by 
the method of Zhang and Christensen [1993] for the 
density perturbation •p - sin rrz. Yxx + Y20 and vis- 
cosity structure r/ - r/0 exp (C ß •p), where C - 0.2, 
z - (r- ri)/(ro- ri), ro and ri are the radii of the 
Earth's surface and the core-mantle boundary, and r/0 
is the reference viscosity, and Yxx, Y2,0 are the normal- 
ized spherical harmonics. The correlation coefficients 
between predicted divergence and vorticity by the two 
methods are shown in Figure 2a and the normalized 
spectra of predicted divergence and vorticity are shown 
in Figure 2b. The results obtained by the two methods 
are in excellent agreement. 

3. We compare our large-scale predictions of diver- 
gence and vorticity with those obtained by Rib½ [1992] 
for a three plate model with lateral variation of vis- 
cosity in a shell. For comparison, we assume that the 
lateral variation of viscosity is confined in a thin shell 
with a thickness of 10 km and the rest of the mantle 

_ 
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Figure 2. Comparisons between the results produced 
by the method of Zhang and Christensen [1993] and 
those obtained by this study. The distributions of den- 
sity anomalies and viscosity are shown in the figures. 
(a) Correlation coefficients between the predictions by 
two methods and (b) comparison of spectra obtained 
by two methods. 
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has uniform Viscosity 1. Figure 3a shows the lateral 
variation of viscosity in the thin shell or the "stiffness" 
.f = (h/a)(•l(O, •b)/r/(a)-l), as defined by Ribe [1992], as 
a function of colatitude. The "stiffness" is scaled from 

the lateral variation of viscosity, and r/(0, •b) iS the vis- 
cosity in the shell, rl(a) is the reference viscosity, h is the 
thickness of the shell and a is the radius of the Earth. 

The variation of this "stiffness" is very similar to that 
used by Ribe [1992]. Mantle flow is driven by a surface 
density contrast of degree and order (l, m) -- (2, +1) in 
the middle mantle (r = 0.773a). The predicted diver- 
gence along the meridian •b = 0 and vorticity along the 
meridian •b = 900 are shown in Figures 3b and 3c. A 
truncation degree of/max = 12 is used in our calculation 
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Figure 3. Effects of large lateral variations on the 
surface velocity field, for a three-plate model, as defined 
by Ribe [1992]. (a) "Stiffness" f(0) or relative viscosity 
in a thin shell of thickness of 10 km, (b) profile of surface 
divergence along the meridian •b = 0, and (c) profile of 
radial vorticity along the meridian •b - 90 ø. Surface 
divergence and radial vorticity are shown in units of 
ga/•1o. The flow is driven by a surface density contrast 
of degree and order (2, +1) in the middle mantle (see 
Figure 8 of Ribe [1992] for comparison). 

and a truncation degree of/max = 128 is used by Ribe 
[1992]. Thus small-scale features are missing in our re- 
sults. Note, however, that at long wavelengths, we ob- 
tain very good agreement between the two methods (see 
Figure 8 of Ribe [1992]). 

2.2. Thermal Models 

2.2.1. Oceanic lithosphe re . Several models have 
been proposed to explain the heat flow and bathymetry 
data in the oceanic regions. The increase in ocean 
depth away from spreading centers varies linearly, on 
average, with the square root of age of the oceanic 
plates up to 70-80 m.y. [Parsons and Sclater, 1977], as 
predicted by both the half-space cooling model [Tur- 
cotte and Oxburgh, 1967] and the plate model [Par- 
sons and Sclater, 1977; Stein and Stein, 1992]. The 
plate model can fit the average ocean data beyond 70- 
80 m.y. Many mechanisms have been propose d to ex- 
plain the departure of the observed ocean depth from 
the trend predicted by the half-space cooling model. 
For example, small-scale convection [Richter, 1973], 
hotspots [Heestand and Crough, 1981], viscous heat- 
ing [Schubert et al., 1976], etc. For the purpose of our 
study the differences between these models are rather 
small. The forces generated by the cooling of oceanic 
lithosphere are small compared to those resulting from 
density variations in the mantle. The plate model of 
Stein and Stein [1992] is used in the oceanic regions. 
The temperature T(x,z) as a function of distance x 
from the ridge and depth z below the seafloor is given 
by 

T(x, z) - Tm[zla + • cn exp(-flnx/a)sin(n•rzla)], 

where a is plate thickness (95 km), Tm is basal temper- 
ature (1450 ø C) and 

½n = 2/(n•r), /3n - (R 2 q- n27r2) •/2 -/i•, R- va/(2•), 

where thermal diffusivity • = k/(pmCp), k is thermal 
conductivity (7.5 x 10 -s cal K -x cm -• s -•), pm is man- 
tle density (3330 kg m -s) and Cp is specific heat ( 
0.28 cal g-• K-•). The thermal expansion coefficient 
ct = 3.28 x 10 -5 K -• and the digital ocean age map by 
Milllet et al. [1993] are used. Continents are assumed 
to be equivalent to ridges in terms of density in the up- 
per 90 km. The upper 90 km is divided into nine layers 
each with thickness of 10 km. 

2.2.2. Density anomalies in the mantle. The 
density anomalies in the mantle are assumed to be only 
those related to sub ducting slabs. The locations of slabs 
are shown in Figure 4. Slabs are assigned a thickness of 
128 km and density contrast of 0.067 g/cm s, regardless 
of age. They are assumed to sink vertically into the 
mantle and to be confined to the upper mantle. This 
slab model is expanded into spherical harmonic degrees. 
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Figure 4. Locations of present-day subduction zones. 

The upper mantle is divided into 11 layers of thickness 
50 km. This density model in no way represents all the 
thermal anomalies in the real Earth. However, it can 
be used to test the viscosity structure of the mantle at 
high spherical harmonics. 

2.3. Viscosity Structure of the Earth 

Several mechanisms may cause lateral variations in 
viscosity: (1) temperature dependence, (2) stress de- 
pendence, and (3) chemical differences. Models of man- 
tle flow with temperature-dependent viscosity in a three- 
dimensional Cartesian geometry [Christensen and Hard- 
er, 1991; Tackley, 19.93] and spherical geometry [Zhang 
and Christensen, 1993] and with stress-depe.ndent vis- 
cosity [ Cadek et al., 1993; Zhang and Christensen, 1993] 
are unable to generate sufficient toroida! energy to be 
compatible with the observations. In this study we con- 
sider temperature- and stress-dependent viscosity to be 
second-order effects in generating toroidal plate motions 
at the surface. The extreme lateral variations in viscos- 

ity probably occur at _shallow depths, where the rheo- 
logical difference of co.ntinental and oceanic regions is 
obvious. Figure 5 shows the regionalization of conti- 
nents, oceans and plate margins in the present-day con- 
figuration. We assume viscosity variation exists only in 
the upper 90 km; the rest of the mantle has radially 
symmetric viscosity structure. To resolve weak plate 
margins might require a very high truncation degree in 
spherical harmonic doma. in, which is very difficult for 
our technique to handle. Note that the number of lin- 
ear equations grows as /max and the calculation grows 

6 
as/max' Thus we will focus on testing rheological mod- 
els with long-wavelength variations in viscosity. One 
obvious candidate is the rheological difference between 
oceanic and continental regions, as is obvious from seis- 
mic images [e.g., Zhang and Tanimoto, 1993; Grand, 
1994; Polet and Anderson, 1995]. All the calculations 
will be done with truncation degree/max-- 12, and w.e 
will only consider the components of degrees (1 _• 5), 
since they are affected very little by neglecting the cou- 
pling effects of small-scale structures, as we will show 
later. 

We start from a very simple model with stiff "conti- 
nents" overlaying a uniform mantle. "Continents" in- 
clude thick cold cratons as well as noncratonic areas. 

,. 

They also include crust and upper mantle. "Conti- 
nents," however, are assumed to have uniform viscosity 
and uniform thickness (90 km). Thus lateral variations 
in viscosity exist only in the upper 90 km of the mantle. 
The schematic representation of the viscosity structure 
is shown in Figure 6a. The predicted toroidal/polo- 
idal spectrum ratios for this model reach about 40%. 
However, no significant correlations between predicted 
and observed vorticity are found (Figure 6a). Figure 6b 
shows results for a model similar to model a but with 

a stiff lower mantle (model b). Model b predicts less 
toroidal motion, but the correlation becomes better at 
degree 1 - 6. Overall, a high-viscosity lower mantle 
has little effect on the prediction of plate motions. The 
toroidal energy predicted by models a and b cannot ac- 
count for the observations. 

Significant changes appear for the model (model c) 
with a weak asthenosphere (Figure 6c), which is simu- 
lated as a channel with low viscosity. Plates are decou- 
pled efficiently from the rest of the mantle through this 
weak asthenosphere. Significant toroidal plate motions 
are predicted. As shown in. Figure 6c, the toroidal/pol- 
oidal spectrum ratios are around 0.8-1.2, very close to 
observations. The predicted and observed vorticity pat- 
terns correlate well at degrees I = 2- 6. The above 
model experiments indicate that plates with a viscos- 
ity difference between continental and oceanic regions 
can be driven by the cooling of the oceanic plates and 
subducting slabs and can move in the right direction, if 
they are efficiently decoupled from the .rest of the man- 
tle. Both the viscosity difference of the continental and 
oceanic regions and a low-viscosity asthenosphere are 
important in generating plate motions at the Earth's 
surface. 

2.4. Truncation Effects 

The coupling effects among spherical harmonic de- 
grees I < /max are exactly predicted by our method, 
but the effects of small-scale structures on the large- 
scale predictions are still unknown. It is worthwhile 
investigating the effects of using different truncation 
degrees (/max)- Very little change in the prediction 

Figure 5. Regionalization of tectonic regions. The up- 
per 90 km is divided into three regions: oceans (light 
gray), plate margins (white), and continents (dark 
gray). 
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Figure 6a. Viscosity model for model a, where uniform viscosity mantle is overlain by stiff 
continents: (right bottom) ratio of predicted spectra of surface toroidal to poloidal motions; 
(right top) correlation coefficients of predicted and observed vorticity. The buoyancy forces are 
assumed to be slabs only. 
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Figure 6b. Same as Figure 6a, except for model b, which has a high-viscosity lower mantle. 
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Figure 6c. Same as Figure 6a, except for model c, which has a high-viscosity lower mantle and a 
weak asthenosphere below the lithosphere. Note the ratio of predicted spectra of toroidal/poloidal 
velocities and the good correlations between predicted and observed vorticity. 
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of models a-c is observed. Figure 7 shows the corre- 
lation coefficients and percentage change of spectrum 
between the predicted divergence and vorticity with 
truncation degree/max- 12 for model c and those with 
different truncation degrees. The predictions at two 
extreme degrees (1 - 1, 5) are shown. The correla- 
tion coefficients are between 0.99 and I for both di- 

vergence and vorticity, and the spectra have about a 
maximum of 4% variations. This experiment indicates 
that, for the viscosity structure we consider, the den- 
sity anomalies at 12 < lmax_< 24 contribute very little 
to the large-scale divergence and vorticity. It is not 
surprising that the couplings between small-scale den- 
sity anomalies and small-scale viscosity variation to the 
large-scale surface velocity are rather small because the 
power of both density anomalies and lateral variation 
of viscosity decrease rapidly with spherical harmonic 
degree 1. It should be mentioned that the slab model 
has smaller scale structures than the tomographic mod- 
els. The truncation effects are expected to be smaller 
for the real Earth. Considering the uncertainties of 
the density model, we believe that the prediction with 
truncation degree/max= 12, the highest degree of our 
density (tomographic) model, is good enough and will 
be robust for predicting the plate velocities at degrees 
1 = I - 5. For the purpose of mimicking the large- 
scale effects of stress-dependent viscosity, we will in- 
clude "weak zones" in the plate margins in the follow- 
ing calculations. It should be mentioned that trunca- 
tion effects are larger for purely "weak zones" models 
than for "ocean/continent" models. The purpose here 
is purely for mimicking the stress-dependent viscosity, 

since stresses are likely to be large at plate margins and 
will decrease the effective viscosities. Equivalently, we 
impose a gradient of stress-dependent viscosity varia- 
tion by truncating "weak zones" at low degree. 

3. Geoid, Topography, and Plate 
Motion Constrained Mantle Convection 

In this section we refine our density model to fit the 
geoid and residual topography. 

3.1. Refined Density Anomalies in the Mantle 

The long-wavelength ( 1 = 2-3) geoid and residual to- 
pography [Cazenave et al., 1989] are explained success- 
fully by a density model derived from residual tomog- 
raphy [Wen and Anderson, 1997a] in the upper mantle 
and seismic tomography in the lower mantle for layered 
mantle flow [Wen and Anderson, 1997b]. The ampli- 
tude of residual topography places strong constraints 
on the velocity-density scaling in the shallow mantle. 
We apply the same velocity-density scalings shown in 
our previous model at 1 = 2 - 3. At degrees 1 = 4- 9, 
geoid and velocity divergence correlate strongly with 
subducting slabs [Hager, 1984; Forte and Peltier, 1991]. 
These slab signals in the upper mantle are missing in 
the current generation of seismic tomography [Forte and 
Peltier, 1991]. The predictions of geoid and surface ve- 
locity divergence based on seismic tomography are gen- 
erally not good at those degrees. The density anomalies 
in subducting slabs are somewhat uncertain. We derive 
a hybrid density model in the upper mantle by adjusting 
the relative weights of density anomalies of subducting 
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Figure ?. Correlations and rms difference with respect to predicted (left) divergence and (right) 
vorticity using truncation degree (/max - 12) for those with different truncation degrees. 
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slabs and residual seismic tomography. This is similar 
to the approach of Forte and Peltier [1991], except that 
the residual tomography is used in the upper mantle in 
our approach. Our criterion for choice of parameters 
for the density models is to match the geoid, residual 
topography and surface velocity divergence with the ob- 
servations. We need to test whether we can match the 

surface vorticity for a given viscosity structure, in terms 
of magnitude and pattern. 

The velocity-density scalings for degrees ! = 4-12 are 
shown in Figure 8. The subducting slabs are assumed to 
sink vertically into the upper mantle and to be confined 
in the upper mantle (the dip angle of subducting slab 
is of little consequence at large scale; however, it does 
modify the inferred thickness of the slab, which, equiv- 
alently, is considered by changing the density contrast 
of the slab). The thickness of subducting slabs is as- 
sumed to be 128 kin, corresponding to the thickness of 
a vertically sinking mature slab. The density contrasts 
in different subduction zones are listed in Table 1. The 

degree l = 4- 12 components of this slab model are 
used. 

The Earth is divided into 43 layers: 9 layers in the 
upper 90 km with thickness of 10 kin, 12 layers in the 
rest of the upper mantle, and 22 layers in the lower man- 
tle. We test two models for mantle convection: layered 
mantle and whole mantle flow. Again, all the calcu- 
lations are done with truncation degree/max = 12 and 
only prediction at degrees ! - 1 - 5 will be discussed. 

3.2. Buoyancy Driven Plate Motions 

The layered mantle convection model used here is the 
same as we used in explaining the long-wavelength geoid 

I I I I I 
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2000 - 
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! ! ! 

LM 

o.o o.1 o.2 

Figure 8. Velocity-density scalings at I = 4- 12 for 
models assuming layered mantle flow (LM) and whole 
mantle flow (WM). These scalings for model LM are 
obtained by matching the amplitude of observed geoid 
and residual topography; and those for model WM are 
obtained by matching the amplitude of geoid only. 

Table 1. Density Contrast of Slabs 

Subduction Zone LM WM 

Java 32 18 
New Hebrides 118 80 

Tonga 16 64 
Mariana 32 18 

Ryukyu 45 18 
Kurile 45 18 

Aleutian 45 45 
Middle America 32 64 

Caribbean 32 64 
Peru-Chile 110 96 

units 10 -s g/cm s. 

and residual surface topography [Wen and Anderson, 
1997b], except that now there is strong lateral varia- 
tion of viscosity in the upper 90 km of the mantle. The 
schematic representation of viscosity structure is shown 
in Figure 9, where both the viscosity contrast between 
continental and oceanic regions and "weak zones" are 
considered. The magnitude of the viscosity contrast 
between continental and oceanic regions is chosen by 
matching the ratio of the predicted vorticity and di- 
vergence to those observed. Mantle flow is assumed 
stratified at 920 km, rather than at 670 km. There is 
little difference in this case, however, for the present 
purposes. 

The predicted divergence and vorticity of surface 
velocity (Figures 10a-10c) agree well with the obser- 
vations. The divergent motions at ridges and con- 
vergent motions at subduction zones and the magni- 
tudes of those rates are well predicted (see Figure lb). 
The clockwise rotation along the San Andreas fault, 
Aleutian trench, Ryukyu-Kurile trench, south of south 
America and South Africa and counter-clockwise rota- 

tion in north Australia, boundary between North Amer- 
ica and Cocos plates and circum-Pacific regions and the 
magnitude of those rotations are also well predicted by 
our model. The correlation coefficients between pre- 
dicted surface divergence and vorticity with those ob- 
served are shown in Figure 11. There are good corre- 
lations up to I = 10 for surface divergence, up to I - 6 
for surface vorticity. The breakdown at degree I - 6 
could be due to the neglect of density anomalies at de- 
grees I > 12. Since vorticity results from coupling of 
modes and divergence is mostly caused by the density 
at the same mode, truncation affects the prediction of 
vorticity more than that of divergence. The reference 
viscosity (corresponding to the viscosity in 400- 670 km 
depth interval) is 1.6 x 102z Pa s for the layered mantle 
flow model. 

The predicted divergence and vorticity assuming who- 
le mantle flow are also shown in Figures 10b and 10d. 
The density contrasts in different subduction zones are 
listed in Table I and the velocity-density scalings are 
shown in Figure 8. This density model is only con- 
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Figure 9. Viscosity model used to predict surface velocity field, assuming layered mantle flow, 
stratified at 920 km. For the model assuming whole mantle flow, the relative effective viscosity 
of "continents" is 30. 

strained by geoid data. The predictions do not match 
the observations as well as those assuming layered man- 
tle flow. This is because significant contribution comes 
from density anomalies in the lower mantle, which have 
less correlation with the surface divergence. Of course, 
one can argue that seismic tomography in the lower 
mantle suffers the same problem as those we claim in 
the upper mantle, and one can apply the same correc- 
tions as we do in the upper mantle. One can probably 
find a different viscosity structure to make the surface 
velocity more sensitive to the upper mantle anomalies. 
The fitting of divergence and vorticity can then be im- 
proved significantly. The magnitude of the predicted 
surface velocity does not constrain the style of mantle 
convection since it is scaled by the reference viscosity, 
which is not known exactly. The relative viscosity of 
"continents" (top of the upper mantle) with respect to 
that of "oceans" is chosen to be 30 in order to match 

the power of toroidal and poloidal motions. The refer- 
ence viscosity is now 3.2 x 10 TM Pa s, twice that which 
was used for layered mantle flow model. 

The poloidal and toroidal velocity kernels are shown 
in Figure 12 for the viscosity structures used to pre- 
dict the divergence and vorticity in Figure 10. Those 
kernels represent the responses of surface poloidal and 
toroidal motions at certain spherical harmonic degrees 
and orders for a Y•,,0 load at a certain depth. Only re- 
sponses at some modes are shown in the figure as an 
illustration. Besides a pronounced contribution to Y•.,0 
divergence, significant contributions can also be found 
at other modes. On the other hand, little contribution 
is found at degree I = 2 for vorticity. Significant contri- 
butions come from the density anomalies in the upper 
mantle region for both layered mantle and whole mantle 
flow models. 

It should be clarified that, in the above models, it is 
the viscosity difference between continental and oceanic 
regions, not the "weak zones," that controls the main 

feature of the predictions. Figure 13 shows the pre- 
dicted surface divergence and vorticity for the density 
and viscosity models, used in Figures 10a and 10c, ex- 
cept that no "weak zones" are included. The main fea- 
tures of observed vorticity are well predicted, although 
the correlations between observations and predictions 
are slightly lower than those from models with weak 
plate margins. Models with "weak zones," with this 
truncation degree/max- 12, only predict a small por- 
tion of the observed vorticity. 

3.3. Net Rotation of/he Lithosphere? 

The plate reconstruction models by Gordon and Ju- 
rdy [1986] and model AM1-2 by Minster and Jordan 
[1978] are based on the assumption that hotspots are 
fixed and they use the hotspot reference frame. There 
are significant net rotation motions of lithosphere with 
respect to hotspots for both models. The net rotation 
reaches 0.11 degree/m.y. around a pole situated at 37øE 
and 40øS for the model by Gordon and Jurdy [1986] and 
0.26 degree/m.y. around 68øE and 53øS for the model 
AM1-2 [Minster and Jordan, 1978]. This differential net 
rotation is sometimes interpreted as the net rotation of 
the lithosphere with respect to the lower mantle. 

The rigid body rotation of the Earth is unconstrained 
by viscous flow. However, the differential net rotation 
of Earth's surface with respect to other parts of the 
mantle is constrained. The predicted net rotation (de- 
gree I = 1 component of toroidal motion) of the litho- 
sphere with respect to the core-mantle boundary for 
each model used in Figure 10 is very small (about 1% 
of observed net rotation with respect to hotspots). This 
is also true for the net rotation of the lithosphere with 
respect to other internal boundaries in the mantle and 
for the convection models assuming layered mantle or 
whole mantle flow. The predicted net rotation certainly 
depends on the viscosity models. The lateral variation 
of viscosity in the deep mantle will have significant ef- 
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Figure 10. Predicted divergence (1 = 1 - 5) and vorticity (1 = 2 - 5) for surface velocity field 
for models assuming layered (LM) and whole (WM) mantle flow. Regions with positive values 
are shaded. Contour interval is I x10 -8 rad/yr. 

fects on the net rotation of the Earth's outer shell. It is 

unclear, at this stage, whether temperature- and stress- 
dependent rheology in the deep mantle can produce the 
net rotation of the Earth's surface, as observed in the 
hotspot reference frame, or whether the concept of fixed 
hotspots is in error. 

4. Discussion 

Although large-scale observed poloidal and toroidal 
plate motions are well predicted by our model, we have 
ignored such effects as temperature-dependent viscosity, 
nonlinear rheology and compressibility in the deep man- 
tle. The lateral variations of viscosity in the deep man- 

tle will certainly affect the prediction, although they 
are unlikely to be very important in predicting surface 
plate motions [Zhan# and Christensen, 1993]. It should 
also be kept in mind that our model is simplified. For 
example, the thickness of the plate is purely an assump- 
tion, and there are many possible explanations about 
the causes of the rheological difference between conti- 
nental and oceanic regions: 

1. The viscosity difference between continental and 
oceanic regions shown in our model could be a reflection 
of different depths of the lithosphere beneath continen- 
tal and oceanic regions. The viscosity contrast between 
continental and oceanic regions is the integrated effect 
of crust and top of the upper mantle. 

2. The viscosity difference between continental and 
oceanic regions could be the effects of presence of cra- 

tons in the continental regions (integrated effects of cra- 
tons and younger areas). Cratons appear cold and ex- 
tend deep in the mantle [Polet and Anderson, 1995]. 
They also affect temperatures and convection in the 
underlying mantle. Future study on short-wavelength 
plate motions might help distinguish this possibility. 

3. The viscosity beneath continental regions is large 
compared with that beneath oceanic regions. Viscosity 
is controlled by composition, temperature, volatile con- 
tent, and extent of partial melting. It is unclear, at this 
stage, how those factors affect viscosity. 

Although the interpretation of our results has ambi- 
guities, the viscosity contrast between continental and 
oceanic regions is necessary to produce the correct pat- 
tern of torotrial plate motions. We tested rheological 
model with oceans having 60 times higher viscosity than 
continents. Not only are no correlations found between 
predicted and observed vorticity, but correlations be- 
tween predicted and observed divergence are degraded 
significantly. 

It is important, for the study of mantle convection, 
to take into account a realistic distribution of surface 

geology and density anomalies. Despite the simplicity of 
our model, it can provide considerable insight into some 
important aspects of the study of the mantle convection: 

1. The shallow mantle seems to be very impor- 
tant in controlling mantle dynamics. Density anoma- 
lies at shallow depths contribute significantly both to 
plate velocity (Figure 12) and dynamic surface topogra- 
phy [Wen and Anderson, 1997b]. The lateral variations 
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Figure 11. Correlation coefficients between observed 
divergence and vorticity and those predicted for model 
LM, assuming layered mantle flow. 

of viscosity at shallow depths appear to be important 
in controlling the plate velocity at the surface of Earth. 
The complexity of the shallow mantle still needs to be 
sorted out. 

2. Large-scale plate motions can be explained in 
terms of mantle convection with simple rheologies. The 
observed plate motions are controlled by mantle rheol- 
ogy and should not be treated as boundary conditions in 
modeling of mantle convection. With improving knowl- 
edge and confidence about the interior structure of the 
Earth and with more computational power, it should 
be possible to predict small-scale plate motions. 

3. Since the model presented here is dynamically self- 
consistent and can account for the normal forces across 

the plate boundaries, it will be useful for detailed study 
of intraplate stresses and mantle driving forces. The ob- 
servation of intraplate deviatoric stress will place strong 
constraints on the dynamics of the mantle. 

4. It is possible, by applying the model presented 
here, to realistically simulate self-consistent, time-dep- 
endent mantle convection and compare with geophysical 
and geological observations, such as, past plate recon- 
structions, sea level change, etc. 

5. Concluding Remarks 

1. We have provided a convective explanation for the 
present-day plate kinematic observations as well as for 
the toroidal/poloidal ratio. Large-scale plate motion is 
the result of mantle convection driven by internal den- 
sity anomalies and modulated by extreme lateral varia- 
tion of viscosity near the surface. Continental area, the 
distribution of "continents," and the length and distri- 
bution of subduction zones appear to be important in 
controlling the directions and magnitudes of the sur- 
face plate velocities. Convection can drive the plates at 

the right magnitudes and directions suggested by plate 
tectonic models. 

2. The viscosity contrast between continental and 
oceanic regions, broadly defined, is the major control 
on the surface velocity field. Both layered mantle and 
whole mantle convection models, with continental re- 
gions having an effective integrated viscosity about 30- 
60 times larger than oceanic regions (assuming 90 km 
thick plates), are able to predict the correct patterns 
of surface poloidal and toroidal velocities and can ac- 
count for the observed ratio of poloidal-toroidal motion. 
Weak asthenosphere tends to decouple the plates from 
the rest of the mantle and reinforces the generation of 
surface toroidal motion. To first order, large-scale man- 
tle convection may be a very simple system governed by 
Newtonian or stress-dependent viscosity flow with ra- 
dial and lateral variations of viscosity due to chemical 
or theological differences. 

3. The reference viscosity (corresponding to that of 
the 400 - 670 km depth interval) is 1.6 x 102• Pa s 
assuming layered mantle flow and 3.2 x 102• Pa s for 
whole mantle flow. 

4. Mantle convection models, with lateral viscosity 
contrasts between continental and oceanic regions, pre- 
dict very little net rotation of the lithosphere with re- 
spect to the rest of the mantle, which is not consistent 
with plate tectonic models using the hotspot reference 
frame. 
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Figure 12. Kernels for surface poloidal and toroidal 
motions for a density load y•0 in the mantle. The vis- 
cosity models are the same as those used in Figure 10. 
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(a) 

Figure 13. Same as those in Figures 10a and 10c for model LM, except that plate margins 
have the same viscosity as oceans, that is, only the viscosity contrast between "continents" and 
"oceans" is present in the upper 90 km. 
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Appendix A- Newtonian Viscous Flow 
Formulations 

Viscous flow in a self-gravitating fluid is governed by the 
equation of continuity, constitutive equations, and the equa- 
tions of motion. In spherical coordinates the incompressible 
equation of continuity can be written [Landau and Lifshitz, 
1•] 

I O(r•U•) I O(UssinO) t I OU• r W Or 4. • = 0 (A1) r sin 0 00 r sin 0 

where U,, Uo and U• are three components of velocities in 
spherical coordinates. 

The equations of motion, with variable viscosity, includ- 
ing self-gravitation and neglecting inertial effects, can be 
written in terms of the components of the deviatoric stress 
tensor as [Landau and Lifshitz, 1959] 

OP O• 10(r•'r..) 1 O(r.o sin 0) 
Or + p •rr + r W Or • r sin 0 00 

1 Or,• too + 
• - 5pgo = 0 (A2) 

rsin0 0•b r 

10P 

r O0 
10• I O(r •'r•o) I O(roo sin 0) 

q- P r •-• q r •' Or + r sin 0 (90 
1 Oro• r.o cot 

t 4 .... 0 (A3) rsinO 0• r r 

I OP I O• I O(r•'r•) 10(ro•) 
r sin 0 0•b •- Pr sin 0 

1 Or• r• 2cotOro• 
[ k -- + = 0 (A4) r sin • 0• r r 

where, P is pressure, • is the perturbation of the gravi- 
tational potential, go is gravitational acceleration, r is the 
deviatoric stress tensor and J p is the density perturbation. 

The constitutive relationship between stress and velocities 
for a Newtonian fluid is 

r•o = rl(- Uo 4- OU• 1 3- •-f•+- ) (AS) 

r,'4, = q(_ U• + OU• 1 OU• -•- • + ) (A6) r sin 0 0•b 

• - 2rl OU• (A?) 0r 

1 ouo u. 
•oo = •.• • + --) (•s) T 

I OU• U. Uo cot 0 
• - •"•sin• 0• • -- + •) (AS) T T 

•o• n( cot0U• 10u• I OU• : -• +- 4 ) (•10) r r • rsin0 0• 
where • = •(0, •) is the viscosity. 

The three components of velocity and components of non- 
hydrostatic stress can be expressed as infinite series in terms 
of spherical harmonics • (0, •): 

• - z•=(0, •) (All) 

(A12) 

v, - zi•,2(0,,)- z'f•,2(o,o) (A13) 

•(-P + • + po)/,•o = z;",•(o,•) (A14) 

= •",.'ø• (0, ,p) •(•o)/•o z'F•(o,•) +..• (A15) 

T(Tvq• ) ll]O -- z}mrløml (O, q•) - z16mrl12 (O, q•) (A16) 

where Z• "• and Z•4 "' are the poloidal components of velocity 
and stress and Z•" and Z}" are the toroidal components of 
velocity and stress. Einstein summation convention is used 
and 

•,•o (o, •) = o•.• (o, •) " 00 

10Yt,• (0, •p) 
Yt• (0, •p) = sin 0 o•p 

Substituting (A!1)-(A16) into (A1)-(A6) and taking each 
spherical harmonic by using the orthogonalities, after te- 
dious algebra, we have the following equations: 
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OZl • 
op 

oz •m 

OZ lm 

OZ•4 • 

OZ• • 
og 

Alml•m• 

Blml• rW 

Clml•m • 

Dlml• rW 

J•lml, m • 

A1 = 

where, 

= -2Zi TM + LZI TM (A17) 

--ff I (Y•,•, (0 •b)Y•ø (0 •b) L T(0, 05) ' ' 
Ol +•,•, (0, •)vt;2• (0, •)) ß • 

1 (•9•' (0, •)•ø(0, ½) 
lO 

-•,•, (0, •)•(0, •)) ß • 

2 * A1 + 4L'Ctmt, •, 

1// Z( 2•(0, •)(r'•, •, (0, •) 
•o (•ot 0•2 •(0, •) •2•(0, +2•,•, (0, •)) ß - 

(•ot o• • (0,•)). (•2(0,•) - 0•,m, (0, •) -- •,•, 

+2•2ø(0, •)) ß •, 
Elml' m • 

2 ß A1 + 

•(//T(O,c))(L'Yt,,.,,(O, •b)Yt•ø (0, •b)+L 
•.o 20 v* 20 (0, •) ß ds Yt,,.,, (0, ck)Y•L (0, c)) + 2Yt,m, (0, c))., lm 

(•,•,(o, 0) - cotO•,•,(o,o)) 

,•.o-. (o, 0)) ß • ß (•(0, •)- •o•• 

T(O, c)) = r/(O, c)) /• 

L=l{l+l) 

L'=l'(l' +1) 

In(r-) 

where r/o is the reference viscosity, • is the average viscosity 
in the shell and a is the radius of the Earth. Equation (A17) 
is derived from the continuity equation (A1); (A18) and 
(A21) come from constitutive relationship equations (A5) 
and (A6); (A19) comes from momentum equation (A2) and 
(A20) and (A22) come from momentum equations (A3) and 
(A4). Again Einstein summation convention is used. 

Note that for a spherical shell with no lateral varia- 
tion in viscosity, T(O,c)) -- 1, the coefficients Btmt'm' = 
ElmIt m, = Flml, m, = O, Alml, m, = Clml'm' = •ll'•mm', 
A1 = -J//,Jmm,. The above equations are simplified to the 
identical equations in a radially symmetric structure [Kaula, 
1975]. In that case, equations for each spherical harmonic 
are independent with those in other harmonics and they can 
be solved degree by degree. 

For spherical shells with lateral variations in viscosity, the 
above equations are no longer separated by each mode, that 
is, modes are coupled with each other through those cou- 
pling coefficients Aimi'm' -Glint,m,. Since the above sum- 
mations go to infinity, we have no obvious way to solve these 
equations. However, if we truncate all the quantities up to 
a spherical harmonic degree (/max), that is, we neglect the 
coupling effects of spherical harmonic degrees l >/max, we 
have these linear equations by putting all the equations at 
degrees I = 1- gmax together, 

dZ 

dp - B * Z + b; (A23) 
where, 

z = [z•ø...z• ø, ..., z•""...z'F] • (A24) 

2 e 10• b [0, 0, r gop /r/o, 0, 0 0.. 0, 0, r 2 Im = , ., gJp /r/o, O, O, 0IT(A25) 

and B is a 3lmax(lmax-}-3) x 3/max(lmaxnt-3) matrix with ele- 
ments given by (A17)-(A22). 

Appendix B' Propagator Matrix 
Method 

In a shell, with same lateral variation in viscosity, the 
elements in B are constants. Equation (A23) can be solved 
by standard propagator matrix method. The solution of 
(A23) is 

Z(p) = exp[B(p - po)]Z(po) + exp[B(p - e)lb(e)de 
o 

= P.(p. po)Z(/zo) + P.(IZ.•)b(•)d• (B1) 
o 

The analysis can be simplified if •plm(r) is approximated 
as a series of J discrete sheets or surface anomalies [Hager 
and Clayton, 1989] 

rj +• 
lm 

crj = E 5pim (r)dr 

Analogous to equation (4.40) of Hager and Clayton [1989], 
(B 1) becomes 

J 

z(•) = •r (•,•o)Z(•o) + • 
j=l 

(B2) 
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where 

($3) = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, ...0, 0, 0, 0, 0] 

The form of the propagator matrix PB can be estimated 
in terms of its eigenvalues Ai of matrix B. For example, for 
a matrix B with no repeated eigenvalues, the propagator 
matrix PB is given by Gantmacher [1960] 

PB = E exp[.ki (/.t - /.to)] - 
i=1 s•i 

(B4) 

where I is the identity matrix. 
When the dimension of matrix B is large, the above 

method is not practical, since it involves many matrix mul- 
tiplications. When the thickness of the shell is small, PB 
can be obtained directly from its definition with some ap- 
proximations 

= exp[B(/• - •o)] 

= I+•• (•-•o)'•B,• n! (B5) 

N is the truncated power. Numerical tests indicate that, for 
a shell with thickness of 20 km, Ps can be obtained within 
an error of 0.001% with N - 4. 

Appendix C' Boundary Conditions 

Velocities (U., Uo, U4), stresses (r.. r,.o, •) and (I) are 
continuous at any boundary in the mantle, that is, Z is 
continuous across any boundary. For boundary between 
layers with different viscosity but same intrinsic density, 
Z is continuous; for boundary in which intrinsic density 
changes (chemical boundary) and stratification of flow oc- 
curs, Zi "• = 0 (U. - 0), Z• "• has a jump of dZ• m. 

Shear tractions and vertical velocities at the CMB and 

surface are zero, simply because the viscosities in the at- 
mosphere and core are negligible compared to that of the 
mantle. At the CMB, 

Z(1) = [O,Z•Xø(1),Z]ø(1),O,Z•ø(1),O, ..., 
0, Zi "• (1), Zta "• (1), 0, Z} "• (1), 0] •" (C1) 

Z(1) is propagated to the surface of Earth by propagator 
matrices. At the surface of Earth, we have the boundary 
condition: 

z(0) = [0, ø (0), z] ø (0), 0, ø(0), 0, ..., 
0, zl (0), z'F (0), 0, z} (0), 0] (c2) 

There are 31max (/max+l) unknowns and 31max (Imax+ 1) 
linear equations for whole mantle flow, 71max(lma,,+l)/2 un- 
knowns (one more (dZ•a •) for each spherical harmonic degree 
and order) and 71max(lmax+l)/2 linear equations (one more 
(U. = 0) across the chemical boundary for each spherical 
harmonic degree and order) for layered flow. 
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